
Week2

Getting Acquainted



Vocabulary

• Positive adjectives to describe people

• Personal information

• Countries and nationality

Grammar

• Information question with be

• Modification with adjectives

• Yes, no questions and short answer with be



I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

(v)tell each other 
name for the first 

time



n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

(n)a name given by 
friends or family

(n)a job or 
profession o_ _ _ _ a _ _ _ _



n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(n)someone lives next to you



a _ _ _ _ _ _

(n)someone who competes in 
sport competition



a _  _ r _ _ _

(n)details of place where 
someone lives or works





















Choose the correct response. Write the  on the line.

______ 1. How old is Michael? a. She’s over  there.

______ 2. Who’s not here? b. They are from 
Germany.

______ 3. What are your occupation? c.  He’s three.

______ 4. Where are their friends from? d. Rachel isn’t here.

______ 5.Where is Ava e. Their names are Mr. 
Park and Mrs. Kim

______ 6. What city is he from? f.  I’m singer, and he’s a        
student.

______ 7. Who are your teachers? g. He’s from Tokyo.



Exercise 2. Unscramble the words to write sentences.

1. actor/ wonderful/is/Dev Patel/a

____________________________________________________

2.fantastic/a/athlete/is Lance Armstrong

____________________________________________________

3.Gabriel Garcia Marquez/writer/is/great/a

____________________________________________________

4. are/musicians/The Gipsy Kings/excellent

____________________________________________________

5. beautiful/is/Jennifer Lopez/and actress/a/singer

____________________________________________________

6. chef/a/Nobu Matsuhisa/ famous/is

____________________________________________________



Exercise 3 Complete each sentence with a possessive adjective 
from the box.

1. Ana and Simon are new students.  _____________teacher is 
Mr. Michaels.

2. Mr. Vidal is a computer programmer.  __________family lives 
in Paris. 

3. Mrs. Yoshida is from Tokyo. ________nationality is Japanese.

4. Are you photographer? ________pictures are fantastic.

5. I’d like to meet _______ sister Sarah. She is a musician.

my               your            his                her                our             their



1. torment noun agony, pain

ความเจ็บปวดรวดร้าว ความทรมาน

2. solitary  adj.           being alone

โดดเดี่ยว

3. rupture verb to break, burst

แตก ร่ัว 

4. ponder  verb to think about

พิจารณา

5. naive adj. lack of experience

ขาดประสบการณ์



Directions: Choose the best answer.

1. A: _____________________

B: That’s Mr. Burton.

1. Who’s that? 2. Where is he?

3. Where are you? 4. What is he doing?

2. A: I’ll send you an e-mail. ______________ your e-mail address?

B: It’s une-yoshiko@videotech.co.jp

1. Where is 2. What is

3. How is 4. When is 

mailto:une-yoshiko@videotech.co.jp


3.  A: Are you married?
B: __________. I’m single.

1. No, I’m single. 2. Yes, I am.

3. Yes, you are. 4. No, you aren’t.

4. A: ________________ a good student?

B: She sure is.

1. Are they 2. Is he

3. Is she 4. Are you



5. A: These are my two sons.

B: What are ________ names? 

A: Jack and Owen.

1. his 2.  their

3. our 4.  her
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